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2018 Market Performance 01/01/2018 to 05/31/2018 

 

DJIA ^DJI Down –0.95%  

S&P 500 ^GSPC Up 1.38%   

NASDAQ ^IXIC Up 7.38% 

Russell 2000 ^RUT Up 6.39%  

 

* Index performance does NOT include  

any fees (Gross of fees)  

 

Source: http//finance.yahoo.com 
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“Lifestyle creep” is an unusual phrase describing an all-too-

common problem: the more money people earn, the more mon-

ey they tend to spend. 

    

Frequently, the newly affluent are the most susceptible. 

As people establish themselves as doctors and lawyers, execu-

tives, and successful entrepreneurs, they see living well as a 

reward. Outstanding education, home, and business loans may 

not alter this viewpoint. Lifestyle creep can happen to success-

ful individuals of any age. How do you guard against it?  

  

Keep one financial principle in mind: spend less than 

you make. If you get a promotion, if your business takes off, if 

you make partner, the additional income you receive can go 

toward your retirement savings, your investment accounts, or 

your debts. 

      

See a promotion, a bonus, or a raise as an opportunity 

to save more. Do you have a household budget? Then the 

amount of saving that the extra income comfortably permits 

will be clear. Even if you do not closely track your expenses, 

you can probably still save (and invest) to a greater degree 

without imperiling your current lifestyle.   

      

Avoid taking on new fixed expenses that may not lead 

to positive outcomes. Shouldering a fixed mortgage payment 

as a condition of home ownership? Good potential outcome. 

Assuming an auto loan so you can drive a luxury SUV? Maybe  

 

not such a good idea. While the home may appreciate, the SUV 

will almost certainly not.   

 

Resist the temptation to rent a fancier apartment or home. 

Few things scream “lifestyle creep” like higher rent does. A 

pricier apartment may convey an impressive image to your 

friends and associates, but it will not make you wealthier. 

  

Keep the big goals in mind and fight off distractions. 

When you earn more, it is easy to act on your wants and buy 

things impulsively. Your typical day starts costing you more 

money. 

  

To prevent this subtle, daily lifestyle creep, live your days the 

same way you always have – with the same kind of financial 

mindfulness. Watch out for new daily costs inspired by wants 

rather than needs. 

  

Live well, but not extravagantly. After years of law school 

or time toiling at start-ups, getting hired by the right firm and 

making that career leap can be exhilarating – but it should not 

be a gateway to runaway debt. According to the Federal Re-

serve’s latest Survey of Consumer Finances, the average Amer-

ican head of household aged 35-44 carries slightly more than 

$100,000 of non-housing debt. This is one area of life where 

you want to be below average.1 

 

Citations. 

1 - time.com/money/5233033/average-debt-every-age/ [4/13/18]  

Beware of Lifestyle Creep 
Sometimes more money can mean more problems. 
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The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act made dramatic changes to federal tax law. It is worth reviewing some of these changes as 
2019 approaches and households and businesses refine their income tax strategies. 
  
Income tax brackets have changed. The old 10%, 15%, 25%, 28%, 33%, 35%, and 39.6% brackets have been restructured to 
10%, 12%, 22%, 24%, 32%, 35%, and 37%. These new percentages are slated to apply through 2025. Here are the thresholds 
for these brackets in 2018.1,2 
    
Bracket Single Filers Married Filing Jointly Married Filing Head of Household 
  or Qualifying Widower Separately  
  
10%  $0 - $9,525  $0 - $19,050  $0 - $9,525 $0 - $13,600 
12%  $9,525 - $38,700  $19,050 - $77,400  $9,525 - $38,700 $13,600 - $51,800 
22%  $38,700 - $82,500  $77,400 - $165,000  $38,700 - $82,500 $51,800 - $82,500 
24%  $82,500 - $157,500  $165,000 - $315,000  $82,500 - $157,500 $82,500 - $157,500 
32%  $157,500 - $200,000  $315,000 - $400,000  $157,500 - $200,000 $157,000 - $200,000 
35%  $200,000 - $500,000  $400,000 - $600,000  $200,000 - $300,000 $200,000 - $500,000 
37%  $500,000 and up  $600,000 and up  $300,000 and up  $500,000 and up 
     
The standard deduction has nearly doubled. This compensates for the disappearance of the personal exemption, and it 
may reduce a taxpayer’s incentive to itemize. The new standard deductions, per filing status: 
  
*Single filer: $12,000 (instead of $6,500) 
*Married couples filing separately: $12,000 (instead of $6,500) 
*Head of household: $18,000 (instead of $9,350)  
*Married couples filing jointly & surviving spouses: $24,000 (instead of $13,000) 
  
The additional standard deduction remains in place. Single filers who are blind, disabled, or aged 65 or older can claim 
an additional standard deduction of $1,600 this year. Married joint filers are allowed to claim additional standard deduc-
tions of $1,300 each for a total additional standard deduction of $2,600 for 2018.2,3 
    
The state and local tax (SALT) deduction now has a $10,000 ceiling. If you live in a state that levies no income tax, or a 
state with high income tax, this is not a good development. You can now only deduct up to $10,000 of some combination 
of a) state and local property taxes or b) state and local income taxes or sales taxes per year. Taxes paid or accumulated 
as a result of business or trade activity are exempt from the $10,000 limit. Incidentally, the SALT deduction limit is just 
$5,000 for married taxpayers filing separately.1,4    
       
The estate tax exemption is twice what it was. Very few households will pay any death taxes during 2018-25. This year, 
the estate tax threshold is $11.2 million for individuals and $22.4 million for married couples; these amounts will be in-
dexed for inflation. The top death tax rate stays at 40%.2,4 
  
More taxpayers may find themselves exempt from Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). The Alternative Minimum Tax 
was never intended to apply to the middle class – but because it went decades without inflation adjustments, it some-
times did. Thanks to the tax reforms, the AMT exemption amounts are now permanently subject to inflation indexing. 
   
AMT exemption amounts have risen considerably in 2018:  
*Single filer or head of household: $70,300 (was $54,300 in 2017) 
*Married couples filing separately: $54,700 (was $42,250 in 2017) 
*Married couples filing jointly & surviving spouses: $109,400 (was $84,500 in 2017) 
  
These increases are certainly sizable, yet they pale in proportion to the increase in the phase-out thresholds. They are 
now at $500,000 for individuals and $1 million for joint filers as opposed to respective, prior thresholds of $120,700 and 
$160,900.2 
  
The Child Tax Credit is now $2,000. This year, as much as $1,400 of it is refundable. Phase-out thresholds for the credit 
have risen substantially. They are now set at the following modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) levels: 
*Single filer or head of household: $200,000 (was $75,000 in 2017) 
*Married couples filing separately: $400,000 (was $110,000 in 2017)2 

 Continued on next page... 

The Major 2018 Federal Tax Changes 
Comparing the old rules with the new. 
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Some itemized deductions are history. The list of disappeared deductions is long and includes the following tax breaks:  
 
*Home equity loan interest deduction 
*Moving expenses deduction 
*Casualty and theft losses deduction (for most taxpayers) 
*Unreimbursed employee expenses deduction 
*Subsidized employee parking and transit deduction 
*Tax preparation fees deduction 
*Investment fees and expenses deduction 
*IRA trustee fees (if paid separately) 
*Convenience fees for debit and credit card use for federal tax payments 
*Home office deduction 
*Unreimbursed travel and mileage deduction 
    
Under the conditions set by the reforms, many of these deductions could be absent through 2025.5,6  
   
Many small businesses have the ability to deduct 20% of their earnings. Some fine print accompanies this change. The 
basic benefit is that business owners whose firms are LLCs, partnerships, S corporations, or sole proprietorships can now 
deduct 20% of qualified business income*, promoting reduced tax liability. (Trusts, estates, and cooperatives are also eli-
gible for the 20% pass-through deduction.)4,7 
  
Not every pass-through business entity will qualify for this tax break in full, though. Doctors, lawyers, consultants, and 
owners of other types of professional services businesses meeting the definition of a specified service business* may 
make enough to enter the phase-out range for the deduction; it starts above $157,500 for single filers and above 
$315,000 for joint filers.  Above these business income thresholds, the deduction for a business other than a specified 
service business* is capped at 50% of total wages paid or at 25% of total wages paid, plus 2.5% of the cost of tangible de-
preciable property, whichever amount is larger.4,7 
  
* See H.R. 1 – The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Part II—Deduction for Qualified Business Income of Pass-Thru Entities 
  
We now have a 21% flat tax for corporations. Last year, the corporate tax rate was marginally structured with a maxi-
mum rate of 35%. While corporations with taxable income of $75,000 or less looked at no more than a 25% marginal rate, 
more profitable corporations faced a rate of at least 34%. The new 21% flat rate aligns U.S. corporate taxation with the 
corporate tax treatment in numerous other countries. Only corporations with annual profits of less than $50,000 will see 
their taxes go up this year, as their rate will move north from 15% to 21%.2,4  
  
The Section 179 deduction and the bonus depreciation allowance have doubled. Business owners who want to deduct 
the whole cost of an asset in its first year of use will appreciate the new $1 million cap on the Section 179 deduction. In 
addition, the phaseout threshold rises by $500,000 this year to $2.5 million. The first-year “bonus depreciation deduc-
tion” is now set at 100% with a 5-year limit, so a company in 2018 can now write off 100% of qualified property costs 
through 2022 rather than through a longer period. Please note that bonus depreciation now applies for used equipment 
as well as new equipment.1,7 
  
Like-kind exchanges are now restricted to real property. Before 2018, 1031 exchanges of capital equipment, patents, 
domain names, private income contracts, ships, planes, and other miscellaneous forms of personal property were permit-
ted under the Internal Revenue Code. Now, only like-kind exchanges of real property are permitted.7 
   
This may be the final year for the individual health insurance requirement. The Affordable Care Act instituted tax pen-
alties for individual taxpayers who went without health coverage. As a condition of the 2018 tax reforms, no taxpayer will 
be penalized for a lack of health insurance next year. Adults who do not have qualifying health coverage will face an un-
changed I.R.S. individual penalty of $695 this year.1,8 

 

Citations. 
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How can you cover your child’s future college costs? 
Saving early (and often) may be the key for most families. Here 
are some college savings vehicles to consider. 
  
529 college savings plans. Offered by states and some edu-
cational institutions, these plans let you save up to $15,000 
per year for your child’s college costs without having to file an 
I.R.S. gift tax return. A married couple can contribute up to 
$30,000 per year. (An individual or couple’s annual contribu-
tion to a 529 plan cannot exceed the yearly gift tax exclusion 
set by the Internal Revenue Service.) You can even frontload a 
529 plan with up to $75,000 in initial contributions per plan 
beneficiary – up to five years of gifts in one year – without trig-
gering gift taxes.1,2  
  
529 plans commonly feature equity investment options that 
you may use to try and grow your college savings. You can even 
participate in 529 plans offered by other states, which may be 
advantageous if your student wants to go to college in another 
part of the country. (More than 30 states offer some form of 
tax deduction for 529 plan contributions.)1,2  
    
Earnings of 529 plans are exempt from federal tax and gener-
ally exempt from state tax when withdrawn, so long as they are 
used to pay for qualified education expenses of the plan benefi-
ciary. If your child doesn’t want to go to college, you can 
change the beneficiary to another child in your family. You can 
even roll over distributions from a 529 plan into another 529 
plan established for the same beneficiary (or another family 
member) without tax consequences.1 
    
Grandparents can start a 529 plan (or other college savings 
vehicle) just like parents can. In fact, anyone can set up a 529 
plan on behalf of anyone. You can even establish one for your-
self.1  
    
These plans now have greater flexibility. Thanks to the federal 
tax reforms passed in 2017, up to $10,000 of 529 plan funds 
per year may now be used to pay qualified K-12 tuition costs.2,3  
    
Coverdell ESAs. Single filers with modified adjusted gross 
income (MAGI) of $95,000 or less and joint filers with MAGI 
of $190,000 or less can pour up to $2,000 annually into these 
accounts, which typically offer more investment options than 
529 plans. (Phase-outs apply above those MAGI levels.) Money 
saved and invested in a Coverdell ESA can be used for college 
or K-12 education expenses.3 

Contributions to Coverdell ESAs aren’t tax deductible, but the 
accounts enjoy tax-deferred growth, and withdrawals are tax 
free, so long as they are used for qualified education expenses. 
Contributions may be made until the account beneficiary turns 
18. The money must be withdrawn when the beneficiary turns 
30, or taxes and penalties will occur. Money from a Coverdell 
ESA may even be rolled over into a 529 plan.3,4 
   
UGMA & UTMA accounts. These all-purpose savings and 
investment accounts are often used to save for college. They 
take the form of a trust. When you put money in the trust, you 
are making an irrevocable gift to your child. You manage the 
trust assets until your child reaches the age when the trust ter-
minates (i.e., adulthood). At that point, your child can use the 
UGMA or UTMA funds to pay for college; however, once that 
age is reached, your child can also use the money to pay for 
anything else.5 
   
Whole life insurance. If you have a permanent life insur-
ance policy with cash value, you can take a loan from (or even 
cash out) the policy to meet college costs. Should you fail to 
repay the loan balance, obviously, the policy’s death benefit 
will be lower.6,7  
    
Did you know that the value of a life insurance policy is not 
factored into a student’s financial aid calculation? If only that 
were true for college savings funds.6 
   
Imagine your child graduating from college, debt free. 
With the right kind of college planning, that may happen. Talk 
to a financial professional today about these savings methods 
and others.  
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College Funding Options 
You can plan to meet the costs through a variety of methods. 


